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for hearing aids

high level hearing

www.powerone-batteries.com

power one ACCU plus.
Rechargeable NiMH
hearing aid batteries.
Your demands
You want hearing aid batteries that you can rely
on and that perform well. power one ACCU plus
are highly efficient batteries based on NiMH
technology characterised by the highest quality
and reliability.
Your environmental contribution
The quickly recharging batteries are also the
ecological first choice. Rechargeable hearing aid
batteries are eco-friendly thanks to the usage of
environmentally-friendly technologies and
packaging materials.
power one batteries are available in size
p13 accu, p312 accu, p10 accu and p675 accu.

power one ACCU plus meets your expectations:
High stability and safe corrosion protection
thanks to a stainless steel casing
Additional protection thanks to nanotechnology surface coating
Unlimited functionality under the most varied
environmental conditions
Fast-charging capabilities when used with
power one chargers
No memory effect
Made in Germany

Convenient packaging
power one ACCU plus has a packaging which is
easy to handle and which safely stores your cells:
Easy, optimum removal of batteries
thanks to a practical rotary dispenser
Maximum product protection thanks to the
quality seal
The recloseable strap ensures safe storage
Highly visible colour coding
Environmentally friendly

power one –
fast chargers for your mobility.
power one pocketcharger and 675charger
The power one chargers can charge one or two
power one ACCU plus hearing aid batteries.
The power one pocketcharger can charge p13
accu, p312 accu or p10 accu within 2.5 hours;
the power one 675charger charges the size p675
accu within 5 hours.
The chargers are operated with a rechargeable
lithium polymer battery and therefore function
independently from a power plug. For longer shelf
life of the cells, rechargeable batteries that are
still partially charged are automatically discharged
before the charging process begins.

power one – Li-Ion.
Rechargeable hearing aid batteries.
The rechargeable hearing aid batteries
power one Li-Ion are developed individually
according to the customer specifications of today
and tomorrow. Like all hearing aid batteries from
power one they are designed for maximum performance and safety.
power one Li-Ion batteries are permanently installed in the hearing aid and cannot
be replaced by the user themselves.

Key features:
Optimised for the limited available space
in hearing aids
Highest possible energy density
Meets the performance requirements
of modern hearing aids and is designed
for long and stable use
Manufactured under strict quality controls
Made in Germany production

All power one batteries are produced in Ellwangen,
Germany, in the world’s largest and most advanced
production facility for hearing aid batteries and are
subject to the strictest safety and quality control
tests.
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Please ensure that the intended charger is used
for power one brand rechargeable batteries.
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